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1. Abstract 
In this Master Final Work I decided to develop a case study about a company that has 

been financed by the MODCOM program. This case study has a structure with five 

question/problems which are related with the function of the institution IAPMEI, with 

the legislation and rules of the MODCOM program, with the financial situation/analysis 

of the company “Plínio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” and with some issues and problems that 

the SME´s may face. The first part of the case study which has the name of “Case 

Description” presents the company involved (“Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda”) and its new 

project, and also the incentive mechanisms promoted by IAPMEI to distinguish SMEs 

with good standards and practices. The second part of the case study presents 

questions and case problems, which are afterwards solved and answered. Some of 

these questions have a clear financial perspective and meet the objective of evaluating 

the project and the company. 

2. Learning Objectives 
At the end of the analysis of the first part (“Case Description”) of this case study 

readers should have a clearer understanding of the following issues: 

 The importance of the SME´s in the Portuguese economy; 

 The eligibility conditions needed for a company to be considered  a SME leader; 

 The necessary conditions for a company to be considered a SME of Excellence; 

 The decision regarding the company “Plínio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” about its 

eligibility for the title SME Leader and SME of Excellence; 

 The role of IAPMEI and MODCOM program in the Portuguese retail trade 

sector; 

 The eligibility conditions about the technical features of the company needed 

for a company to be financed by the MODCOM program; 

 The eligibility conditions for the investments and actions to be implemented by 

the company required for the project to be financed by the MODCOM program; 

 The decision about the eligibility of the company “Plínio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” 

for the MODCOM project; 
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The second part of the Case Study (question 3, 4 and 5) has a financial perspective and 

the objective of evaluating the project and the company. After the resolution of these 

three questions the readers should understand and perform the following tasks: 

 To identify the investments and actions to implement by a company which are 

likely to be accepted by the MODCOM program and the value that each type of 

investment can receive from the incentive mechanism; 

 To identify the presence of other ways of financing for the SMEs and realize 

what are the conditions for each to be implemented; 

 To  estimate and compute  the Free Cash Flows for the life cycle of the project; 

 To realize what is the most appropriate valuation method for the project and 

for the company; 

 The project valuation by the most appropriate valuation method taking into 

account that the project received the incentive of MODCOM program but also 

taking into account that the project could alternatively be financed by a Bank 

Loan; 

 The computation of the IRR and Payback Period of the project; 

 The company valuation with the WACC Method by the computation of the 

Enterprise Value, Business Value and Equity Value; 

 The utility and calculation of some ratios and multiples that could represent 

other alternative of valuation for the company. 

3. Case Description 

3.1 Introduction 

During my last semester of the Master in Finance in Lisbon School of Economics and 

Management I decided to do an internship in the most important public institution 

related with Micro, Small and Medium Size Enterprises: “IAPMEI, IP – Agência para a 

competitividade e inovação”. In this internship of 3 months I integrated a project of 

helping micro and small retail trade enterprises named “Comercio Investe”. This is a 

recent incentive system; therefore the existing study material available for a case 

study was not so extensive. As such, taking into account the historical incentive 

programs of IAPMEI, I decided to do a case study based on MODCOM program which is 
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a very similar program to “Comercio Investe”. Many companies have applied to this 

program, so I decided to pick one that had some potential. The choice, as I explain 

below, was “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, Lda” with the project of opening a new store of 

optical articles. The case reports to 2010, when this company applied to the MODCOM 

program to finance the opening of a new store in the luxurious Avenida da Liberdade 

in Lisbon. 

 In this case study I divided it structure in three parts. The initial part explains more 

details about the various players in the scenario for a better understanding of the next 

steps. The second part has the name of “Case Problems” and in this part I suggest five 

questions, which I think are relevant and challenging to the readers. These are 

questions that lead to an analysis of the incentive program in conjunction with an 

analysis and evaluation of the candidate company. These five questions have a 

financial/economical side and also an interpretative and research component. Through 

these questions we can have some conclusions about the procedures and choices 

made by IAPMEI in relation to the candidate companies, in terms of the type of 

subsidized investments, and also realize the impact of an incentive system in 

Portuguese enterprises. Furthermore I propose a reflection for other alternatives to 

incentive programs so that all the projects with some potential can advance. This 

reflection is indispensable because all the incentive programs have limits of budget, 

therefore many quality projects can stay out of the MODCOM program. In the last part 

of the study, I develop solutions for the five case questions in a “Teaching Notes” 

section. These solutions are just a possible approach of answer taking into account the 

information available in the Appendix, and alternatives can be followed by different 

readers of this case study. 

The main objectives of this work are to understand how the decisions are made and 

which procedures are followed by IAPMEI, and also to find the impact and role of the 

public incentives in the development of the micro, small and medium enterprises in an 

economy with many problems and barriers like the Portuguese economy. 

3.2 Overview 

For a better framing of the case study it is crucial to offer more details about the 

various players in the scenario, through a presentation of each –“ IAPMEI,IP- Agência 
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para a competitividade e inovação” and “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda - André Opticas”. It 

is also important to contextualize the case and clarify some objectives and methods, 

present an introduction of the sector of Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises and a 

presentation of the MODCOM Program. 

3.2.1 Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs) 

Like the article “European Comission (2012/2013), Annual Report on European SMEs” 

describes, the Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are defined as companies 

with fewer than 250 employees and which are independent from larger companies. In 

addition, they have an annual turnover up to €50 million or an annual balance sheet up 

to €43 million. Considering the micro enterprises as part of this group, this type of 

company is defined as a type which employs fewer than 10 persons and whose annual 

turnover or annual balance sheet total does not exceed EUR 2 million. 

Exhibit 1: 

 

 

The role of SMEs in our society has become even more important as providers of 

employment opportunities and key players for sustainable growth in local and regional 

communities. An active and entrepreneurial SMEs community will make every country 

more robust to stand against the uncertainty thrown up in the globalised world of 

today. These companies have an indispensable role in all of global economies, but in 

the European Union the SMEs represent an incredible portion of the business market, 

as we can see in the Exhibit 2: 

Exhibit 2 – The Impact of SMEs in EU: 
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Given this preponderance, the capacity to build on the growth and innovation 

potential of SMEs will be decisive for the future prosperity of the European Union. The 

EU has been revealing a growing preoccupation with the formation and sustainability 

of SMEs and as such the EU has modernized and simplified the legislation of SMEs in 

order to reduce the administrative burdens arising for the old legislation by 25%. It is 

important to refer that the European Union SMEs have lower productivity and grow 

more slowly than, for example, the SMEs in United States of America. This happens 

because in the European Union the SMEs have many financing difficulties. In order to 

end with this problem the EU has programs and incentives for helping in these 

financing difficulties and to help the enterprises in modernization, innovation, growing 

and also to guarantee survival (“Communication from the commission to the Council, 

the European Parliament, the European Economic and Social Committee and the 

Committee of the Regions (2008)”). 

In the case of Portugal the SMEs have a typical way of financing. First, the Portuguese 

SMEs prefer to use self-financing, and then the companies opt for external financing 

(debt capital), and finally they consider the equity capital increase. This ranking was 

mentioned by Vieira & Novo (2010), and follows the well known “Pecking Order 

Theory” of Capital Structure (Myers and Majluf, (1984)). Continuing the reference of 

Portugal, the SMEs in our country are, like in most economies, an important basis in 

the entrepreneurial structure. This type of companies represents 99.6% of the 

enterprises in Portugal (297,000), employing 2.1 Million of people (75.2%) as we can 

consult in the document - “IAPMEI (2008), Sobre as PME´s em Portugal”.  

This type of company is indispensable in the Portuguese economy, but they have many 

problems to deal with. Usually, the Portuguese SMEs have poor organization, low 

formation/education of their employers, there is a bottleneck of the economy where 

80% of the income of the families are controlled and absorbed by nearly 50 companies 

and sometimes there is the association of lower quality to the SMEs. Therefore, it is 

essential the increase of the support for the Portuguese SMEs, where IAPMEI already 

has a key role. 
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To conclude this topic, it is important to note that the SME segment is indispensable 

for the global economy but this segment is dependent of the large enterprises because 

it needs the large enterprise sector as a source of inputs, a market for its outputs and 

also as source of individual entrepreneurial leadership. 

3.2.2 The Players: IAPMEI, IP – Agência para a competitividade e inovação 

“IAPMEI, IP – Agência para a competitividade e inovação” is one of the most important 

public agencies on technical and financial assistance to Portuguese enterprises. This 

public entity has the mission of promoting the competitiveness and business growth 

through the increase of innovation, entrepreneurship and business investment, in 

small and medium-sized enterprises particularly. 

The creation of IAPMEI took place in the decade of 1970, a decade that was marked by 

the international crisis and by the political instability in Portugal (25th of April 1974 

revolution). The historical past of IAPMEI has several important steps but it was in the 

decade of 1990 that IAPMEI expanded its areas of intervention, blazed the way bet in 

intangible assets, moreover, anticipated the paradigm of dematerialization of the 

economy supported by ICT developments. At the time, IAPMEI created several 

essential external partnerships, with business associations, with the banking system, 

with the scientific and technological system, with the other institutions of the Ministry 

of the Economy, among many other organizations and entities. 

In terms of Human Resources, IAPMEI has an important role in the Portuguese 

Economy with about 390 employees, and it has a flexible structure to intervene 

regionally to better monitor the clients, in a rationale of proximity and facilitation. 

This organism of public administration has the role of watching the different stages of 

the companies’ life cycle, so its presence is important in many areas of intervention 

(areas of intervention established by the institution itself), such as:  

a) The development and coordination of all activities leading to improving the 

competitiveness of enterprises; 

b) The promotion of conditions conducive to attracting, implementing and 

monitoring of investment projects of national origin; 

c) The promotion of entrepreneurship; 
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d) The execution of initiatives and policies to stimulate business competitiveness; 

e) The development of collective efficiency strategies by firms; 

f) The execution of initiatives and programs to stimulate business development; 

g) The creation of favorable conditions for development of research and business 

innovation; 

h) The stimulation and management of the interaction platform between 

companies and the National Scientific and Technological System; 

i) The execution of initiatives and policies to support business investment; 

j) The guarantee of the environment, promotion and coordination of instruments 

to stimulate and promote the activities of venture capital, securitization and 

mutual guarantee; 

k) And finally, the collaboration with the services, agencies and other entities of 

the Public Administration. 

In terms of work method, IAPMEI has a logical proximity to businesses and acts directly 

on site support for small and medium businesses through a network of regional 

Business Development Centers, present in 12 cities from north to south of the country 

(Faro, Évora, Lisboa, Leiria, Coimbra, Covilhã, Aveiro, Guarda, Viseu, Porto, Braga and 

Bragança). Through regional offices, IAPMEI also hosts the network of shops Export, a 

service created in partnership with AICEP1 designed to help companies in their 

approach to international markets.  

3.2.2.1 Distinguishing well performing SMEs: 

One of the most important titles for a small and medium-sized enterprise in Portugal is 

the title of SME Leader. This award has the objective of giving visibility to companies 

with superior performance profiles, and creating them optimized conditions of 

financing to develop their growth strategies and strengthening their competitive basis. 

This status is granted by IAPMEI or Tourism of Portugal in partnership with the major 

banks operating in Portugal.  

                                                           
1 “AICEP Portugal Global, E.P.E., Agência para o Investimento e Comércio Externo de Portugal” is a public entity of business nature 

dedicated to the development of a competitive business environment that contributes to the globalization of the Portuguese 
economy. 
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The group of SME Leaders that present the best performances will also be annually 

awarded by the status of SME Excellence, creating increased visibility for these 

companies with higher profile conditions. The conditions needed for a company to be 

considered SME leader are: 

 Companies must be considered SMEs. 

 Companies must have the situation regularized with the Tax Administration, 

Social Security, IAPMEI and Tourism of Portugal. 

 Companies should have growth strategies and strengthening of their 

competitive basis selected by the superior ability of scrutiny and broad 

deployment in the country. 

 Companies must have a risk profile positioned at the highest levels of internal 

systems for risk rating of banks filed, and where standardization takes place on 

stabilized and formalized relationships with the entities of the National Mutual 

Guarantee System (rated AAA, AA and A). 

 To be a SME leader, companies must have at least three years of full activity. 

 And finally, at the end of the last year, companies must present: 

o Positive Net Profit or growth of turnover or EBITDA growth; 

o Equity ratio higher or equal to 25% (Equity / Net Assets); 

o Turnover higher or equal to 750,000€; 

o Number of employees higher or equal to 10; 

Regarding the title of SME of Excellence, the companies are chosen based on the 

universe of SME Leaders and these companies must comply with the following 

additional criteria: 

 Companies must be in the first two levels of rating (AAA or AA). 

 Financial Autonomy (Equity / Assets) higher or equal to 35%. 

 Growth of turnover compared to the last year higher or equal to 5%. 

 Return on Equity (Net Profit / Equity) higher or equal to 10%. 

 Return on Assets (Net Profit / Net Assets) higher or equal to 3%. 
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3.2.2.2 The Incentive Mechanism: MODCOM Program 

The MODCOM Program is an incentive system for modernization of retail trade 

projects applicable to the continental territory and it is regulated by IAPMEI. The 

MODCOM is a system of incentives aimed at modernization and revitalization of 

commercial activity, especially in centers of retail trade with a predominance of 

independent local shops, through the co-financing of investment projects carried out 

by companies in the commercial sector as well as projects and boosting trade 

promotion located in urban centers developed by industry associations. 

This system is funded by the Modernization of Retail trade Fund (FMC), which has as a 

funding source revenue from licensing of large commercial centers. 

The MODCOM is assumed as an instrument that enables the channeling of amounts 

paid to firms in the retail trade sector, thus promoting the modernization of local 

shops not located in shopping centers and stimulating urban centers where such retail 

trade is located in dominant form. 

This Program was created in 2005 and has counted with 6 stages/contests, approving 

support to 5037 projects and has endured over the years various changes and 

developments in order to conform to the objectives. In this Master Final Work, the 

object of study is a company that has applied to MODCOM Stage 5. 

The MODCOM Program operates in three types of projects and investments that are 

denominated by three lines of action (actions which are better explained and 

described in the IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM Stage 5th ): 

 Action A: autonomous individual small projects, promoted by micro and small 

enterprises, aiming to increase their competitiveness and joint projects of 

modernization of commercial companies. This line of action only covers projects that 

are located in rural parishes, according to the classification adopted by INE2. 

Action B: projects promoted by micro and small enterprises that through coordinated 

actions promote common objectives generators of critical dimension, through actions 

aimed at: the improved organization and networking businesses by supporting the 

                                                           
2 INE is the National Institute of Statistics. 
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implementation of integrated information systems, the rationalization of distribution 

costs through coordinated actions between companies, for example by the creation of 

central purchasing, the development of a common mark enables the consolidation and 

development of new franchise networks and the use of common practices in the fields 

of the environment and in the areas of health and safety;  

Action C: projects of commercial promotion of urban centers through actions aimed at 

animation, encouragement and spread, to promote by business associations in the 

retail trade sector. 

Regarding the type of investment financed by this incentive system, it ´s important to 

understand that not all of the investment costs are covered and eligible. Therefore, the 

investment costs which are eligible are properly referred and separated by the three 

lines of action, in the IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM Stage 5th Further ahead, in the 

next chapter of this MFW, I will indicate each of the eligible investment costs for the 

company in study, but now I refer here some examples for a better understanding and 

contextualization:  adaptation works, acquisition of awnings, acquisition of exhibitors, 

acquisition of machinery and other equipment essential for the activity of the 

company, window displays, promotional material design, preparation of studies and 

projects and finally acquisition and registration of trademarks, and so on. 

Regarding the incentive to provide, in the MODCOM program the incentives are non-

refundable, corresponding to 45% of eligible costs for companies and 60% of eligible 

costs for associations, not exceeding a maximum of 40,000€ per project for companies 

and 150,000€ per project for associations, this in the Action A. In Action B, the rate of 

non-refundable is 50% and the maximum limit of the incentive is 60,000€. Finally, in 

Action C the value of the incentive has a maximum of 60,000€, with a rate of non-

refundable of 60%. The available budget for this 5th stage is 20,000,000€, distributed as 

follow: 

 North of Portugal: 5.900.000,00€ 

 Center of Portugal: 3.100.000,00€ 

 Lisbon and Tejo valley: 8.200.000,00€ 

 Alentejo: 1.900.000,00€ 
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 Algarve: 900.000,00€ 

This program has a simple functionality; the applications are made through Internet 

without paper presentation. The candidates that cannot send the application via 

internet can go to one of the offices of IAPMEI located throughout the country. After 

the application the promoters can follow his process and check the next stages in an 

online application named “Conta Corrente”3. In the previous stages of MODCOM, this 

program was a great help for many companies and it was crucial for the survival of a 

large proportion of SME´s in the commercial sector, as shown in the following table: 

Exhibit 3: 

 2006 2007 2008 2009 Total 

Approved Projects 959 833 829 1.425 4.046 

Investment 64,4 M€ 61,6 M€ 68,9 M€ 111,8 M€ 306,7 M€ 

Eligible Investment 54,9 M€ 55,0 M€ 62,8 M€ 104,9 M€ 306,7 M€ 

Incentive 20,0 M€ 20,0 M€ 24,0 M€ 50,0 M€ 114,0 M€ 

Average support rate 36% 36% 38% 48% 37% 

 

Regarding the eligibility conditions of MODCOM, you should consider the following 

criteria, as well as the IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM Stage 5th. 

Conditions of access for promoters: 

 At the date of application, the company has to be legally registered and have 

initiated activity for tax purposes for at least one year; 

 Having the contributory debts to the state, social security, IAPMEI and Tourism 

of Portugal regularized; 

 At the application date, the company must have updated and organized the 

accounts in accordance with applicable law; 

 Have, at the time of application, technical, financial and management skills 

appropriate to the size and complexity of the project; 

                                                           
3 All this previous Information is presented in the “IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM 
Stage 5th”. 
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 Present at the time of application, a positive equity for projects of associations; 

 Comply, at the date of application, with the criteria for micro and small 

enterprises, in accordance with Recommendation No 2003/361/EC of the 

European Commission; 

 Undertake on the date of the application have completed projects of similar 

nature, for the same property, previously supported under MODCOM or 

incentive systems of the NSRF. 

Conditions of eligibility for projects: 

 To be in the area of retail trade responsible for the region, according to the 

member of the Government,  that sets the stage periods and regional 

budget allocations. 

 Demonstrate to have guaranteed sources of project funding, including at 

least 20% of the eligible investment in equity capital 

 To have in its possession, an execution time up to 12 months from the date 

of publication of the decision to grant the encouragement, without 

prejudice to paragraph. 3 of article 33 of IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM 

Stage 5th. 

 Not include preceding the date of submission costs except advanced 

payments and expenses related to studies, projects and application 

procedures. 

 To contain a minimum eligible expenditure of € 15,000. 

 For projects of architecture, when necessary, must meet approval for the 

purpose of implementing the project. 

 Establishments covered by the support provided in subparagraph d) of 

paragraph 1 of Article 2 of the IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM Stage 5th, 

must be located exclusively in predominantly rural districts, according to 

the classification used by the National Statistical Institute (INE) within the 

typology of urban areas. 

 Supporting establishments cannot be located in shopping centers or 

commercial ensembles. 
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 Comply at the date of application the necessary conditions for the activity 

in the establishment, including the legally required licensing. 

 The scope and types of actions (see article 2 of the IAPMEI, Legislation of 

MODCOM Stage 5th). 

 Companies outside the legal framework for the installation or modification 

of establishments and commercial complexes. 

 The economic activity corresponds to one of the types of beneficiaries. 

 Accumulation of incentives under the de “minimis support”. 

 Compliance with Order of the opening phase 

 The investments/actions to implement by the company fit in the eligible 

costs presented at the article 6 of the IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM 

Stage 5th. 

3.2.3 The Players: “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, Lda. – André Ópticas” 

For the case study I decided to choose a company that had a positive financial history 

and excellent financial indicators for the future. In sum, I picked a company with good 

perspectives of being successful in the MODCOM program: “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, 

Lda”. 

“Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, Lda” is a limited liability company, being owned by its current 

managing partners, both optometrists. The company started its activity in 1981 in the 

store of Rua Figueirinha, Oeiras, a commercial space that the company still holds. 

The company's main business is the retail sale of optical articles and in 2010 it has a 

total of three stores, two of them in “Oeiras Parque” (Shopping Center), and another in 

the center of Oeiras as I mentioned before. The company is considering opening a 

fourth store in Avenida da Liberdade, Lisbon, and wonders if it is eligible to apply to 

the MODCOM program.  The stores of this company offer great panoply of products 

from different brands and also provide customized and specialized services. The stores 

have the name of “André Ópticas”. At the application date (2010), “Plinio Leal & Ana 

Leal, Lda” counts with more than 30 employees. 

Besides the optical service the company provides other complementary services such 

as perimetry, optometry, tonometry and visual training. Concerning the optical 
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services, stores “André Opticas” have as main products: eyeglasses; frames; lenses; 

sunglasses; protective glasses; sport glasses; contact lenses; disinfection products; 

glasses made by measure; magnifiers; microscopes and telescopes. 

“Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, Lda” has the concern of not being dependent on a few 

suppliers so the company has Portuguese and international suppliers, such as: Essilor 

Portugal; Luxóttica Portugal; Ciba Vision; Johnson & Johnson; Safilo Portugal; Cartier 

Parfums; Alcon Portugal; and many others. 

This company also has the concern of not going against the costumers needs in order 

to achieve a high level of loyalty. To achieve this objective, the “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, 

Lda” has the strategy of adapting and keeping up with the fashion trends and 

technologies according to the interests and needs of the market. 

In the year of 2010, the company wants to increase the business and grow its sales; the 

owners intended to open another store, and this store would be in an area with a long 

tradition in the retail sector located in the center of Lisbon. As such, the choice was 

Avenida da Liberdade where customers could have stronger purchasing power and 

where the “André Opticas” store could achieve more notoriety. The fact that it is a 

touristic area also influenced the decision.  

Therefore, the company decided to apply to the MODCOM program, in order to get 

some incentives for the store opening.  With this new store, the company wants to 

achieve: 

 Better organization and management, through a better strategic business 

management, reinforcing the critical success factors, image and notoriety; 

 A better provision, because a policy of stocks is a key aspect in order that it will 

optimize the policies to be implemented in relation to supplies of the type just 

in time and improved payment terms. 

 A more advanced marketing /commercial policy in order to create a better 

brand image. 

 Better qualifications level of human resources trough training programs for all 

employees. 
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In the economic context of 2010, a decrease in investment and some financial 

difficulties for SMEs were expected, but “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, Lda” provides factors 

that are differentiators and become competitive advantages. Another reason for the 

positive situation of the company is the fact that most of the customers belong to the 

middle/high class. This is a reason for “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, Lda” to also ambition to 

be distinguished by IAPMEI as a “SME Leader” and “SME of Excellence” by 2012. 

The company proceeded with the reformulation of its corporate image with the aim of 

promoting brand awareness and become more modern and attractive with its current 

and potential consumers. 

Thus, according to the above mentioned, “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, Lda” is the perfect 

company for this case study. The company presents sound economic conditions, 

positive forecasts, timely payments, and most importantly it has a good chance of 

fitting in the eligible conditions for the MODCOM program. In addition, this company 

had a historical background with IAPMEI, because before this 5th stage of MODCOM 

the company participated in another stage of MODCOM in the year of 2009. In this 

first contact to the IAPMEI, “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, Lda” applied for MODCOM in order 

to get some incentives for the modernization of the internal and external space of its 

commercial establishment. 

All the information and calculations related with the company “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, 

Lda” and related with the new store in the Av. Liberdade needed for the solution of 

the next chapter “Case Problems” are presented in the document - “Application Form 

for the MODCOM Program of the company “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda”” - (Appendix 

3), in the Appendix 1-Financial Data and in the Appendix 2-Provisional Data.  

4. Case Problems 

4.1 Should “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” be considered a “SME 

Leader” and one of the “SMEs of Excellence”? 

Considering the information about the eligibility for the title of SME Leader and SME of 

Excellence presented at the “Case description” and considering the available company 
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data, please take a decision about the eligibility of “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” for 

these two titles in the year of 2012. 

4.2 Should “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” and its new project of 

2010 be one of the eligible companies for the MODCOM 

Program stage 5th? 

Considering the eligibility conditions of the MODCOM program and the actions to 

implement by the company Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda – André Opticas” with the 

incentive of MODCOM, analyze the situation and present what should be the final 

decision by IAPMEI regarding the project eligibility and select the conditions which do 

not fit in the IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM Stage 5th. You must consider the 

eligibility conditions regarding the promoters, where you must take into account the 

technical features of “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda”, and you must analyze the eligibility 

conditions for projects where it is necessary to consider the type and characteristics of 

the investments/actions to implement by the company.  

4.3 Make a list of investments and actions to implement by the 

company with the incentive of MODCOM Program. 

For this question it is important to separate the investments by categories, then 

calculate which are eligible for the MODCOM program and finally specify the value 

that each investment receives from the incentive. For the solution of this question it’s 

recommended to analyze the application form for the MODCOM Program of the 

company and also the IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM Stage 5th in order to consider 

the rate of incentive and the various incentives limits. 

4.4 Which are the other financing alternatives that the company 

“Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” should consider for their 

investments? 

IAPMEI cannot always reach to all the companies and cover all the investments, so it is 

relevant that each company reflects about other ways of financing in order to build a 

“plan B”. Considering the investments that the company wants to make which will 

result in the opening of a new store, and the financial data presented in appendix, 

analyze some alternatives and ways of financing that the company could also consider. 
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4.5 Perform a valuation of the project “André Opticas” in 

Av.Liberdade and a brief analysis of the financial situation of 

the company “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda”. 

Based on the provisional data for the income statement and for the balance sheet of 

the company (Appendix 3-Provisional Data), compute the estimated free cash flows for 

the new store for the next 6 years of the project (to simplify, you must consider a life 

cycle of 6 years for the project, which begins in 2010 – application date making 

reasonable assumptions). Remember that the new project is similar to the current 

activity of the firm, and the structure of costs and margins should be similar for the 

new store. Compute the value of the project (NPV), the IRR and the Payback Period, 

based on your justified assumptions. Justify also your choice of valuation method (e.g., 

WACC versus APV or FTE), assuming that the firm is able to finance the project with its 

own equity and with the MODOCM financing. As an alternative to the MODCOM 

financing, consider also the NPV of the project if financed with a bank loan instead.  

In the second part of the question I suggest a valuation of the company “Plinio Leal & 

Ana Leal, lda” where the incentive given by the IAPMEI was considered as well as the 

project “André Opticas” in the Av.Liberdade.  

5. Teaching Notes 

5.1 Should “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” be considered a “SME 

Leader” and one of the “SMEs of Excellence”? 

For this answer we have to consider the information presented in the “Case 

Description” with the title “Distinguishing well performing SMEs”, information that 

gives us the eligibility conditions for the titles: SME Leader and SME of Excellence. 

Besides this information we have to analyze the company data presented at the 

Appendix: 3 -“Application Form for the MODCOM Program of the company “Plinio Leal 

& Ana Leal, lda”” and 1 - Financial Data. So, regarding the conditions for the title of 

SME Leader the company checks the following points: 

 “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” is considered a PME 

 “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” has the situation regularized with the Tax 

Administration, Social Security, IAPMEI and Tourism of Portugal.  
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 From the analysis of the application for the MODCOM project, we conclude 

that the company has growth strategies and strengthening their competitive 

basis selected by the superior ability of scrutiny and broad deployment in the 

country. 

 This company has a risk profile positioned at the highest levels of internal 

systems for risk rating of banks filed, and where standardization takes place on 

stabilized and formalized relationships with the entities of the National Mutual 

Guarantee System (rated AAA, AA and A). 

 This company started its activity in 1981. 

 In the year of 2012 the company has a positive Net Profit (40.405,88€), a 

growth of turnover (sales) from 2011 to 2012 of 3%, and the company has an 

EBITDA growth from 2011 to 2012 of 24%. 

 The company has a Equity Ratio equals to 37,9% (Total Equity/Total Assets). 

 “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” has a turnover (sales) of 2.597.356,5€. 

 The company has 31 employees. 

Exhibit 4: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Exhibit 4 shows us the calculation and verification of the Net Profit, turnover 

value, growth of the turnover from 2011 to 2012 and the EBITDA growth. Thus, we can 

conclude that the company “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” satisfies all the conditions to 

2011 2012 Variation 

Sales 2.528.471,37 2.597.356,50 3%

Gains / losses charged to subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures 32.943,37

Internal company work 10.917,71

Cost items of goods sold and materials consumed 994.245,38 1.014.798,12

External supplies and services 528.616,37 527.541,25

Staff costs 786.949,83 805.939,17

Other incomes and gains 43.120,55 50.041,37

Additional income

Others 43.120,55 50.041,37

Others losses and expenditures 8.394,69 4.723,66

Indirect Taxes 900,01 205,72

Others 7.494,68 4.517,94

EBITDA 264.303,36 327.339,04 24%

Depreciation and Amortisation expenses/reversals -157.357,22 -163.502,92

Operational results (before tax and financing expenses) 106.946,14 163.836,12

Interest and similar earnings 108.249,36

Interest and similar expenses 83.043,72 118.119,77

Profit before tax 132.151,78 45.716,35

Income tax -7.056,28 -5.310,47

Net profit 125.095,50 40.405,88
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be considered a SME Leader, so answering to the question the company should be a 

SME Leader in the year of 2012. 

Now, respecting the title of SME of Excellence I will proceed to the analysis of the 

conditions of eligibility: 

 The company is considered a SME Leader 

 Companies must be in the first two levels of rating (AAA or AA). 

 The company has the Financial Autonomy ratio equals to 37,92%. 

 The company has a turnover growth equals to 3% (from 2011 to 2012), which 

does not correspond to the required. 

 Regarding to the ratios of Return on Equity (Net Profit/Total Equity) and Return 

on Assets (Net Profit/Total Assets), the company has the values of 3,2% and 

1,24% respectively, values that don’t fit in the conditions. 

So, taking into account the previous topics we easily conclude that the company “Plinio 

Leal & Ana Leal, lda” cannot be considered as a SME of Excellence, in the year of 2012. 

5.2 Should “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” and its new project of 

2010 be one of the eligible companies for the MODCOM 

Program stage 5th? 

In this second question of the case we have to consider two types of conditions. The 

first type of conditions is related with the promoter, and the second one is related with 

the project. So to be one of the selected companies for the MODCOM program, the 

company “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” must comply all of the conditions. 

Considering the eligibility conditions for the promoter “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” 

presented in the chapter “Case Description” and the technical features of the company 

presented in the Appendix: 3 - “Application Form for the MODCOM Program of the 

company “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda”” and 1 - “Financial Data “, we can conclude that 

the company checks the following points: 

 At the application date the company was legally registered, because “Plinio Leal 

& Ana Leal, lda” begins its activity in 1981. 

 According to the records of the company, there is no evidence of debts to the 

state or to the social security. 
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 As we can check in the application document for the MODCOM project, the 

company at the application date has updated and organized the accounts in 

accordance with applicable law. 

 The company has the technical, financial and management skills appropriate to 

the size and complexity of the project, therefore “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” , 

under the IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM Stage 5th, fits in the Action A, 

typology b).  

 At the time of application the company presents an equity value of 

1.001.240,07€. 

 In the year of 2010, the company complies all the criteria for micro and small 

enterprises, in accordance with Recommendation No 2003/361/EC of the 

European Commission, and we can conclude this from the fact that the 

company was distinguished by the IAPMEI like a SME Leader. 

 The company was supported by other stage of MODCOM program, but at the 

application date the process of this incentive had already been closed. 

After the eligibility conditions for the promoter, it is necessary check if the project of 

the company comply the eligibility conditions for the project also presented in the 

chapter “Case Description”. So from the analysis of the type and characteristics of the 

investments/actions to implement by the company, we can conclude that the project 

complies the following conditions: 

 The proposed project is to be developed in Lisbon and the project has an 

investment of 91.000€ which is a value that is within the limits of the region. 

 For the proposed project near 56% (51.100€) of the eligible investment is 

guaranteed by equity capital. 

 The company intends to develop this project with an execution time up to 12 

months from the date of publication of the decision to grant the 

encouragement, without prejudice to paragraph. 3 of article 33 of IAPMEI, 

Legislation of MODCOM Stage 5th. 

 The company has not included any expenditure of the project realized before 

the date of application. 

 The company contains an eligible expenditure of 91.100€. 
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 For projects of architecture, everything is approved for the purpose of 

implementing the project. 

 This project is not covered by the support provided in subparagraph d) of 

paragraph 1 of Article 2 of the IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM Stage 5th. 

 The project is located in the “Av. da Liberdade”, which is not considered a 

shopping center or commercial ensemble. 

 At the application date, the company has all the licensing required to start 

activity. 

 The project fits in action A, typology b). 

 The company stays outside the legal framework for the installation or 

modification of establishments and commercial complexes. 

 The economic activity of the company corresponds to one of the types of 

beneficiaries – retail trade. 

 The accumulation of incentives of this project is under the de “minimis 

support”. 

 The project is consistent with Order of the opening phase 

 The action to implement by the company and all of the investments for this 

proposed project fits in the eligible costs presented at the article 6 of the 

IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM Stage 5th: 

 Paragraph 1, subparagraph a) - Execution of works; 

 Paragraph 1, subparagraph c) - Acquisition of exhibition 

equipment; 

 Paragraph 1, subparagraph d) - Acquisition of machinery and 

equipment; 

 Paragraph 1, subparagraph e) - Studies and diagnostics; 

 Paragraph 1, subparagraph g) – TOC or ROC intervention. 

Analyzing the above conditions fulfilled, I can conclude that the company “Plinio Leal & 

Ana Leal, lda” can be one of the selected companies to receive the incentive of the 

MODCOM program. This company complies all the conditions of eligibility, so the 

IAPMEI in legal terms can have a positive decision about the eligibility of “Plinio Leal & 

Ana Leal, lda”. The fact of being chosen or not depends now of the other candidate 
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companies, because the budget for the program has limits, therefore it is necessary to 

make a comparative evaluation of all the candidates. To make this comparative 

evaluation, the MODCOM program has a specific criterion which is referred in the 

article 8 of the IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM Stage 5th.  

                                                                     Exhibit 5: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Make a list of investments and actions to implement by the 

company with the incentive of MODCOM Program. 

 For the answer to this problem, first we have to specify the investments that the 

company intends to implement with the incentive. Considering the Appendix: 3 - 

“Application Form for the MODCOM Program of the company “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, 

lda””, we can achieve the information about the type and value of the investments. 

Afterwards, with the information of the IAPMEI, Legislation of MODCOM Stage 5th 

present in article 7th we are able to calculate the value of each incentive. In this article 

we have the rate for the incentives as well as the maximum limits by activity/item. As 

such, the incentives to be granted to each type of investment are the follows: 
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5.4 Which are the other financing alternatives that the company 

“Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” should consider for their 

investments? 

In this 4th question is requested a study and research of others financing ways for the 

proposed investments by the company “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda”. The MODCOM 

program is an excellent option for the micro and small companies in the retail sector, 

but it cannot achieve all the candidates for the program, so it is imperative that the 

companies have other plan. Therefore in this question I will provide some alternatives 

of financing for all the SME´s besides the incentives programs supported by public 

institutions and European organizations. It is important to consider the type of 

investments, the type of company and the economical/financial situation of the 

company.  

Investment Classification  Designation Investment Eligible 
expenses 

%expense Incentive after 
limits 

a) Execution of Artworks Artworks 35000 35000 38% 15.750,00 

c) Exhibition equipment Exhibition equipment 40000 40000 44% 18.000,00 

d)Equipments Computer equipment 11000 11000 12% 4.950,00 

e) Studies and diagnostics Studies and Studies of 
interior Layout 

4600 4600 5% 1.500,00 

g)TOC TOC Intervention 500 500 1% 225,00 

  TOTAL 91100 91100   40.000,00 

                              Limits (Description)  

                             5ª Stage  

                          
Subparagraph 

Limit of 
Incentive 

       
     Incentive 

a) 25000 15750 

b) - 18000 

c) - 4950 

d) -              - 

e) 1500 2070 

f) 10000 225 

g) 500,00              - 

Total Incentive 40000 40995 

Rate of Incentive: 45% 
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Where to get finance for investment is a major problem that arises in SMEs. Having a 

good plan and a brilliant idea couldn´t be sufficient, because the lack of capital, 

whether for business start-up, and after for its growth is the biggest cause for the 

failure of SMEs. 

There are two types of financing sources available to the entrepreneur: internal and 

external. Among the internal type stand out the self-financing through retention of 

profits made, the more efficient management of assets (fixed and current) or tighter 

control of costs. Among the external way there to distinguish the financing by loan 

capital (bank loans, lines of credit, leasing and factoring) through equity (capital 

increase, business angels, venture capital and recourse to the capital market). 

Considering that the company “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” needs of an external 

financing solution, the company has available the following options as the most 

appropriate: 

 Bank Loans: In this type of financing is important that the company has 

experience in the business, whose management teams maintain good relations 

with the financial institution and that the business plans prove the ability to 

meet the debt service. Typically, bank credit is a form of adequate financing if 

the company is moderately indebted and expresses good ability to generate 

cash flows. Entrepreneurs with businesses in these conditions can turn to bank 

loans to finance its operations and expansion programs under very 

advantageous conditions without yielding control of the company. Therefore 

this type of financing is adequate for an expansion of a lucrative business, for a 

funding a major purchase (equipment, facilities, etc.) and when the cash flow of 

the company is strong and secure. 

 Lines of Credit: This option is a flexible form of bank loans, short-term oriented, 

where the lending institution gives the companies the right of withdrawal of 

funds according to their cash needs. Credit lines are especially suited to cover 

temporary cash shortfalls and predictable. 

 Leasing: This type is a financing instrument which the company can use when 

you do not want to allocate large amounts of capital to have access to certain 

property (usually these are equipment goods). In a lease, the equipment owner 
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(the locator) allows you (the lessee) to dispose of the equipment in exchange 

for periodic payments, including principal and interest. This type of financing is 

especially advisable for the acquisition of equipments that are not strategic for 

the company, and will only be used for a limited period of time. 

 Factoring: This financing option is an instrument of treasury management, in 

other words it is a cover short-term needs. The factoring agreement constitutes 

transfer of credits of the company to a specialized company that will be 

responsible for collecting this credit. The factoring advance a portion of the 

value of the credit to the company, receiving in exchange for a commission. 

 Venture Capital: It is a form of business financing through equity, with a 

horizon of medium and long term, through the entry of a partner, usually 

minority, but committed to the success of the company, so we will actively 

monitor, suited for the support to companies without access to capital markets. 

This type of financing is adequate for companies with a potential growth and a 

high return on investment expected. It is a option that works mainly in business 

creation and expansion of business activity. 

 Equity Capital Increase:  In this option through several operations to strengthen 

the capital structure, firms may increase the financial resources at their 

disposal. As opposed to a bank loan, equity is not intended to be repaid. 

However, participation in capital grants investors a right to vote and a right to 

dividends. 

 Business Angels: Business angels yield capital to emerging companies, whose 

size is still too small to attract venture capital. On the other hand, tend to take 

on a role of great collaboration with the entrepreneur, contributing their 

experience. So, the use of business angels is advisable in the following 

situations: the funding amounts involved are small and the company is recent 

and when the entrepreneur is willing to accept investors who have a personal 

interest in your business, but do not want management to be influenced by 

outsiders.  

Taking into account these ways of financing, considering their characteristics, 

considering that the company “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” wants to open a new store 
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in order to expand the business and considering that the company has a stable 

financial situation with a good perspective of growth, the most logical possibilities are 

clearly: a Bank Loan, Venture Capital, Equity Capital Increase and Business Angels. 

Regarding these four possibilities, I can extract many disadvantages and problems in 

two of them: Venture Capital and Equity Capital Increase. In the option of Venture 

Capital there is the problem of the entry of a partner that can compromise the 

leadership of the company. Besides that, this possibility is only permitted for 

companies with a considerable size, which is not the case. In terms of Equity Capital 

Increase, the company must change its capital structure which could be a complication 

because the new investors have the right to vote and the right to dividends; and in any 

case part of the investment made will be self-financing by the company. Thus the most 

adequate and best alternative of financing for the company under investigation is the 

Bank Loan, because the company “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” fits in all the above 

conditions (company with experience in the business; moderately indebted and 

expresses good ability to generate cash flows; type of financing adequate for an 

expanding of a lucrative business). Like a second choice the company has the 

alternative of Business Angels, that is indicated for companies with a size too small for 

venture capital but it is an option where the entrepreneurs must be willing to accept 

investors who have a personal interest in that business. However, the size of the 

investment in this case, as well as the reasonably standard sector of activity may not 

justify the intervention of an angel. 

This answer was based on the information presented in the following reference: 

“Brealey, Myers and Allen, Principles of Corporate Finance –Part four, seven and nine, 

The Mcgraw-hill/Irwin, 10th edition, 2010”.  

5.5 Perform a valuation of the project “André Ópticas” in 

Av.Liberdade and a brief analysis of the financial situation of 

the company “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda”. 

In the first part of this last question a valuation of the project “André Opticas” in Av. 

Liberdade, is requested, a project which was accepted to be funded by the MODCOM 

program. It is important to refer that all the calculations for this question are 

presented in the Appendix. 
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As the question refers, we must consider the provisional data for the income 

statement and for the balance sheet (Appendix 2 – Provisional data) in order to be able 

to compute the variation in Working Capital needs for the project valuation (Appendix 

1.8 – Variation in Working Capital – Project Valuation) and after the Free Cash Flows 

for the next 6 years of the project, that is its life cycle. For the Free Cash Flows 

computation we need to use the following formula: 

                                                                                      

For the application of this definition, we have to calculate separately each of these 

items, as shown in the Appendix 1.9 – Free Cash Flows Calculations – Project 

Valuation. After these calculations we are able to compute the FCF for each year, as 

this table shows: 

 

 

 

 

With these Free Cash Flows we are able to evaluate the project through the APV 

method. The chosen method for this evaluation was the Adjusted Present Value 

method instead the WACC or FTE because of the type of financing chosen. Part of the 

financing (a specific amount will be made with equity and the remaining amount of 

investment will be made with either a bank loan or the MODCOM subsidy (or even 

with equity itself). If the project were to be financed year by year with a fixed ratio of 

debt-to-equity, then the WACC method would be appropriate and simple to use. In the 

current case, the APV method is the one that provides the necessary flexibility to 

evaluate the project according with its financing structure. 

First, we will evaluate the project taking into account that the project received the 

incentive of MODCOM program, which is what really happens in reality, with the 

benefit of hindsight. The APV method has the advantage that it evaluates the project 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

OR - tax 30.371 43.441 27.286 35.507 36.287 38.883

Depreciation 47.207 49.051 44.332 43.025 43.025 41.340

∆ Provision 0 0 0 0 0 0

∆ WCN 25.787 13.154 -158 -158 -158 -157

Inv.Fixed assets 47.396 49.247 44.510 43.197 43.197 41.506

FCF -91100,00 4.395 30.092 27.267 35.493 36.272 38.875

Acumulated FCF -91100,00 -86.704,75 -56.613,21 -29.346,50 6.146,42 42.418,42 81.293,53

FCF Calculation
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and the impact of financing separately, so it can be used if the project has a different 

financial risk (debt-equity ratio) from the company and this method is also 

recommended when there are complex funding arrangements. In the first step, the 

APV method determines the unlevered value of the project by discounting the FCF´s at 

the unlevered cost of capital (Ku=6,71%). This unlevered cost of capital is computed by 

the following formula:                                          

 Rf is the treasury Bonds with 10 years maturity (German Bonds on 31-12-2011), 

which as a value of 1,825%; 

   is the Beta for the Healthcare products Sector which is 1, according to 

Damodaran’s Website. 

 Market risk premium has a value of 4,88% as Damodaran refers in his website. 

So, with the FCF´s of the project and the value of unlevered cost of capital we are able 

to compute the unlevered value of the project: NPV (UNLEVERED) = 39.198,11€ 

In the second step of this method we must compute the present value of the subsidy, , 

which includes not only the value of the MODCOM subsidy received by the company, 

but also any tax payment to be made by the company due to the additional earnings 

obtained in case the subsidy is accounted for as additional revenue. We will assume 

this is the case. For this calculation we need to consider the value of the Debt Cost of 

capital (which would have been an alternative to the MODCOM program) – Kd – by the 

following formula:    Kd                                             

Where the item “Euribor”(1,697%) is the Euribor 6 month’s rate at the year of 2012 

(http://pt.euribor-rates.eu/euribor-2012.asp) and the Spread (4%) is the value used by 

most companies in the same sector. So, the Debt Cost of capital has a value of 5,70%. 

In this particularly case, the present value of the subsidy, PV (SUBSIDY) is calculated 

with the incentive tax shield discounted by the Kd, as this table shows: 

 

 

 

http://pt.euribor-rates.eu/euribor-2012.asp
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Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Incentive Attributed 40000 - - - - - - 

Incentive Reception 20000 10000 0 0 0 0 10000 

Incentive Tax Shield 5651,4872 533,9527 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 0,0000 2649,9997 

PV (Subsidy Received) 35.554,75 € 

PV (Taxes Due to Subsidy) 7.622,89 € 

PV (SUBSIDY) 35.554,75 – 7.622,89 = 27.931,86 €  

 

Finally, with the unlevered value of the project, with the present value of the subsidy 

and with the value of the incentive (40.000€), we can compute the value of the 

Adjusted Present Value which represents the project valuation taking into account the 

financing through the MODCOM program. 

                                            

As the problem asks, now we have to evaluate the project taking into account that the 

project was financed by the most viable alternative – a Bank Loan. The process is very 

similar to the previous. First we have to compute the unlevered value of the project 

which is the same: NPV=39.198,11€. In the second step there are some differences 

because in this case we must compute the annual interest tax shield and afterwards 

the Present Value of interest tax shield by discounting these annual interest tax shields 

at Kd, like this table shows: 

 

 

Finally, with the unlevered value of the project and with the present value of the 

interest tax shield, we can compute the value of the Adjusted Present Value which 

represents the project valuation taking into account the financing through a bank loan. 

                                  

To conclude this project valuation it is important to compute its IRR value and its 

Payback period. Regarding the Internal Rate of Return this project has a value of 18% 

which is the interest rate at the net present value of all the cash flows (both positive 

t 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Debt capacity 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 40000 0

Interest - 2278,8 2278,8 2278,8 2278,8 2278,8 0

Interest Tax Shield - 121,6771 264,7083 603,8814 603,882 603,8821 0

PV(ITS) 1.805,07 €

http://www.investinganswers.com/financial-dictionary/stock-valuation/present-value-926
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and negative) from a project or investment equal zero. Considering the Payback period 

of this project, we observe that this project recovers the cost of investment in 3 years 

and 10 months (October of 2013). 

In the second part of this question an actual valuation of the company “Plinio Leal & 

Ana Leal, lda” is requested, where the incentive given by the IAPMEI was considered as 

well as the project “André Opticas” in Av.Liberdade. In this part of the question it is 

important to consider the most recent financial data/statements present in the 

Appendix in order to calculate the Cash Flow for the most recent year (2012). After 

these calculations you are able to achieve the Enterprise Value, Business Value and 

Equity Value of the company. For these calculations I suggest the use of the WACC 

Method because using the WACC method to calculate a company’s enterprise value 

gives the most accurate figure possible for the value of a company that has a target 

ratio capital structure. Given the available information, and to simplify, you may 

consider a valuation in perpetuity because it is a reasonable method when the 

company / project has an indefinite useful life and a business that intends to continue 

and expand, which is the case, and so we consider that the company has a finite useful 

life albeit with. For the calculations of the FCF2012, considering the Balance Sheet and 

Income Statement of the company, it’s needed to proceed with the computation of 

the Variation in Working Capital Needs for the enterprise valuation (Appendix 1.4 – 

Working Capital – Enterprise Valuation). After this computation and again considering 

the Balance Sheet and Income Statement we are able to compute the FCF2012, similarly 

to what was done in the analysis of the project, through the following formula:  

                                                                                        

Thus, considering the above formula we reach the following value for the FCF2012 

Normalized (1.5 – Free Cash Flows Calculations – Enterprise Valuation): 

 

 

 

2012 FCF Normalized

EBIT (1-t) 144.805 144.804,71

Depreciation -163.503 -163.502,92

∆ Provision 0 0,00

∆ WCN 43.846 0,00

CapEx -163.176 -163.175,91

FCF 100.632 144.478

FCF Calculation
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Now, as I suggest in the question, we will proceed to the calculation of the WACC by 

the following formula:                     
 

   
          

 

   
  

For the value of Ke (Equity cost) we must use the Modigliani Miller Proposition II 

(Modigliani & Miller, 1958):                            
 

 
            

 Where Ku and Kd is computed using the same logic of the project valuation but with 

the data of 2012 – Ku=5,44% / Kd=4,34% (Appendix 1.6 –  WACC – Enterprise 

Valuation). 

The value of Equity (E) and Debt (D) is explicit in the following table: 

Financial Structure 
Equity     1.235.596 

Bearing debt   1.178.289 

  Therefore,   

    E/ ( D+E) 51,2% 

    D/ (D+E) 48,8% 
Target 
structure: Equity 51,2% 

    Debt 48,8% 

 

So, the Cost of Equity (Ke) has a value of 6,48% (Appendix 1.6 –  WACC – Enterprise 

Valuation). 

Therefore, considering a tax rate at 2012 of 11,6% we have all the items for the 

computation of the WACC value by the above formula. Thus, the value of Weighted 

Average Cost of Capital (WACC) is 5,19%.  

As I mentioned before, for this enterprise valuation we must consider a growth in 

perpetuity because it is the most adequate method when the company has an 

indefinite useful life. As such, it is important to consider many possible scenarios for 

the future (in all of them we must use the following formula where is considered the 

estimated inflation for the next year (π=2,80%) and the assumed growth (r):    

                    ,  a realistic scenario with a assumed growth based on 
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the provisional data of the income statement (2012 to 2013) made by the company 

that is equal to -0,20%; an optimistic scenario with a assumed growth rate of 1%; and 

finally a pessimistic scenario based on the Gross Domestic Product growth rate of the 

year of 2012 which is -3,23%. We can see the calculations of each growth rate in 

perpetuity (g) in the Appendix 1.7 – Determining g – Enterprise Valuation. 

 Finally we have all the data and values needed for the valuation of the company 

“Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” in the year of 2012 considering three possible scenarios: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FCF2012 144.478

FCF2012 (1+g) 148.226

WACC 5,19%

g 2,60%

Enterprise Value 5.752.614

Business Value 5.711.104

Bearing debt 2.807.275

Extra-operation Assets (Surplus assets)

Financial Investments 0

Negotiable securities 0

Cash and cash equivalents 41.510

TOTAL 41.510

Equity Value 2.945.338

Enterprise Valuation - Realistic Scenario

Residual Value=FCF2012 (1+g)/(WACC-g)

FCF2012 144.478

FCF2012 (1+g) 150.008

WACC 5,19%

g 3,80%

Enterprise Value 11.056.947

Business Value 11.015.437

Bearing debt 5.395.790

Extra-operation Assets (Surplus assets)

Financial Investments 0

Negotiable securities 0

Cash and cash equivalents 41.510

TOTAL 41.510

Equity Value 5.661.157

Enterprise Valuation- Optimistic Scenario

Residual Value=FCF2012 (1+g)/(WACC-g)
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From the analysis of the three possible scenarios we can observe that the business and 

company valuation are very dependent of the situation of the Portuguese economy. 

The valuation through a perpetuity growth is just a provisional indicator because it is 

very difficult to find a growth rate for the next years that matches with the real growth 

rate. Despite this lack of precision, we can conclude that this company in any of the 

possible scenarios has an excellent enterprise value for a micro enterprise that is 

acting in a context of social crisis and in a country with a retail trade sector living so 

many difficulties.  

The Enterprise value measures the value of the ongoing operations of the company 

and is a valuation method that includes debt in its value calculation. The Business 

Value is an indicator very similar to the Enterprise Value because the only difference is 

that the Business Value does not consider the cash and cash equivalents. This value is 

used to determine the fair value of a business for a variety of reasons including sale 

value, establishing partner ownership and divorce proceedings. The Equity Value is 

calculated by simply subtracting net debt from the computed Enterprise Value.  

FCF2012 144.478

FCF2012 (1+g) 143.726

WACC 5,19%

g -0,50%

Enterprise Value 2.558.493

Business Value 2.516.983

Bearing debt 1.248.545

Extra-operation Assets (Surplus assets)

Financial Investments 0

Negotiable securities 0

Cash and cash equivalents 41.510

TOTAL 41.510

Equity Value 1.309.948

Enterprise Valuation - Pessimistic Scenario

Residual Value=FCF2012 (1+g)/(WACC-g)
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Finally, in order to complete this valuation I suggest the calculation of some important 

ratios and multiples that could represent other alternative of valuation, for the year of 

2012. The ratios and multiples could give new information on assessing the viability, 

stability and ability to profit from the business. In addition, the ratios and mainly the 

multiples can facilitate comparisons, either to the same company over a period of 

time, and between different companies in the same referential time. 

Regarding the calculation of the company’s ratios, I considered the following ratios as 

the most important and the ratios that could give more information about the viability, 

stability and ability to profit from the business (Neves, João, Análise e Relato 

Financeiro – Texto Editores, 2012). 

 

 

 

 

 

From the analysis of these ratios, I highlight the Return on Sales that provides insight 

into how much profit is being produced per euro of sales, which in this case is 0.064€. 

In terms of Solvency the company has a value of 0.61, which means that the company 

is unable to meet at once all its commitments with its own resources, because its value 

is less than 1. I also highlight the ratio of Equity Ratio/Financial Autonomy that 

expresses the share of equity in the financing of the company. A value higher of 33% 

represents a good degree of financial autonomy. Finally it is important to analyze the 

Current ratio, which is an indicator of a firm´s market liquidity and ability to meet 

creditor´s demands. An advisable value varies from business to business but generally 

a value between 1.5 and 3 demonstrates a healthier business. In this case the company 

has a value close to the optimal range although it is important for the stability of the 

company achieve this optimal interval. 

Return on Sales 0.063078

Solvency 0.6109185

Equity Ratio/Financial Autonomy 0.3792361

Debt Ratio 0.6207639

Return on Equity 0.0327015

Return on Assets 0.0124016

Net Profit Ratio 0.155565

Asset Turnover 0.7971956

Return on Capital Employed 0.203286

Current Ratio 1.2710011
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EV/EBITDA 18

EV/EBIT 35

EV/Sales 2

EV/ Enterprise FCF 57

For a relative valuation of the company it is indispensable to perform the calculation of 

the Multiples, because these indicators give us an easier comparison to similar 

companies and other moments of our company. As such, here are some of the 

multiples that I consider more significant: 

 

 

 

This valuation method is simple and easy to use, especially useful when there are a lot 

of comparable companies being traded on the market, but it becomes more difficult to 

assess companies that have not comparable. However, this method has some pitfalls, 

because it is easy to manipulate or use in the wrong way. 
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APPENDIX 

1. FINANCIAL DATA 

1.1 - Balance Sheet 
 

Balance Sheet  "Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda" 
ASSETS 2010  2011 2012 

Non-Current Assets 2.288.677,02 2.145.198,73 2.021.747,08 

Tangible assets 1.550.065,32 1.411.105,52 895.469,80 

Investment properties     365.472,00 

Goodwill 606.009,58 606.009,58 606.009,58 

Intagible assets 12.600,30 12.924,87 6.693,57 

Investment in subs and associates - Equity method 120.001,82 86.158,76 119.102,13 

Shareholders/partners   29.000,00 29.000,00 

Current Assets 1.068.980,06 1.285.277,07 1.236.369,96 

Inventories 602.417,00 632.861,57 783.985,95 

Clients 142.364,10 218.838,80 151.034,68 

State and other public entities 8.809,45 5.962,95 9.433,76 

Shareholders/partners 131.219,54 16.156,48 188,01 

Other accounts to receive 138.129,28 300.254,17 214.514,12 

Deferred costs 32.740,69 51.244,34 35.703,30 

Cash and cash equivalents 13.300,00 59.958,76 41.510,14 

TOTAL ASSETS 3.357.657,08 3.430.475,80 3.258.117,04 

EQUITY       

Paid-up capital 50.000,00 50.000,00 50.000,00 

Legal reserves 10.327,10 10.327,10 10.327,10 

Other reserves 833.725,83 881.340,10 1.006.435,60 

Retained earning 2.583,31 47.344,08 47.344,08 

Adjustment to financial assets 52.501,82 7.741,05 7.741,05 

Other changes in equity 1.485,86 80.579,43 73.342,03 

Net profit 47.614,27 125.095,50 40.405,88 

TOTAL EQUITY 998.238,19 1.202.427,26 1.235.595,74 

LIABILITIES       

Non current liabilities 1.497.823,66 1.162.542,96 1.049.768,41 

Loans obtained 1.497.823,66 1.162.542,96 1.049.768,41 

Current Liabilities 935.164,02 1.065.505,58 972.752,89 

Supliers 537.951,82 621.522,75 665.077,42 

State and other public entities 43.410,35 50.125,15 42.102,73 

Shareholders/partners 2.850,47 3.586,92 3.568,48 

Loans obtained 210.884,76 255.404,80 128.520,89 

Other accounts to pay 140.066,62 132.165,96 130.483,37 

Deferred costs   2.700,00 3.000,00 

 TOTAL LIABILITIES 2.432.987,68 2.228.048,54 2.022.521,30 

 TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 3.431.225,87 3.430.475,80 3.258.117,04 
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1.2 - Income Statement 
 

Income Statement "Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda" 
  2010  2011 2012 

Sales 2.501.604,53 2.528.471,37 2.597.356,50 

Gains / losses charged to subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures     32.943,37 

Internal company work 187.524,13 10.917,71   

Cost items of goods sold and materials consumed 1.072.513,26 994.245,38 1.014.798,12 

External supplies and services 609.585,41 528.616,37 527.541,25 

Staff costs 808.737,28 786.949,83 805.939,17 

Other incomes and gains  60.898,56 43.120,55 50.041,37 

Additional income 13.626,79     

Others 47.271,77 43.120,55 50.041,37 

Others losses and expenditures 5.406,89 8.394,69 4.723,66 

Indirect Taxes 517,10 900,01 205,72 

Others 4.889,79 7.494,68 4.517,94 

EBITDA 253.784,38 264.303,36 327.339,04 

Depreciation and Amortization expenses/reversals -117.684,09 -157.357,22 -163.502,92 

Operational results (before tax and financing expenses) 136.100,29 106.946,14 163.836,12 

Interest and similar earnings 9.248,92 108.249,36   

Interest and similar expenses 78.980,98 83.043,72 118.119,77 

Profit before tax 66.368,23 132.151,78 45.716,35 

Income tax -18.753,96 -7.056,28 -5.310,47 

Net profit 47.614,27 125.095,50 40.405,88 

  

Tax Rate 0,2825744 0,0533953 0,1161613 

 

1.3 - Employment 
 

Functional Area Habilitations Level 2010 

Administration Level III 1 

Commercial/Marketing Level III 7 

Commercial/Marketing Level II 9 

Engineer, Concepcion, etc Level III 5 

Administration Level II 1 

Engineer, Concepcion, etc Level IV 5 

Others Level II 1 

Others Level III 2 

  

TOTAL 31 
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1.4 - Working Capital – Enterprise Valuation 
 

Variation in Working Capital Needs 
Cyclical needs 2011 2012 

Inventories 632.862 783.986 

Clients 218.839 151.035 

State and other public entities 5.963 9.434 

Shareholders/partners 16.156 188 

Other accounts to receive 300.254 214.514 

Deferred costs 51.244 35.703 

Cash and cash equivalents 59.959 41.510 

Total 1.285.277,07 1.236.369,96 

Cyclical resources       2011 2012 

Supliers       621.523 665.077 

State and other public entities       50.125 42.103 

Shareholders/partners       3.587 3.568 

Loans obtained       255.405 128.521 

Other accounts to pay       132.166 130.483 

Deferred costs       2.700 3.000 

Total 1.065.506 972.753 

Working Capital Needs 219.771 263.617 

Var. Working Capital Needs   43.845,58 

 

1.5 - Free Cash Flow Calculations – Enterprise Valuation 
 

Investment in fixed assets 

  2011 2012 

Tangible Assets 1.411.106 895.470 

Intangible Assets 12.925 6.694 

Total 1.424.030,39 902.163,37 

 Investiment in fixed assets   
-

521.867,02 

 

Variation of provisions 

  2011 2012 

Provision 0,00 0,00 

Variation    0,00 
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Depreciations 

r -0,2%   

    2012 
Depreciation of the year + 
imparities -163.503 
Investment in fixed assets 
adjusted  -163.175,91 

 

 

OR paid tax: OR x (1-t) 

    

  2012 

Operating Results 163.836 

Tax 19.031 

Tax rate 11,6% 

    

OR - paid tax 144.804,71 

 

 

 

 

 

FCF Calculation 
  2012 FCF Normalized 

OR - tax 144.805 144.804,71 

Depreciation -163.503 -163.502,92 

∆ Provision 0 0,00 

∆ WCN 43.846 0,00 

Inv.Fixed assets -163.176 -163.175,91 

FCF 100.632 144.478 
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                WACC

Ke 6,48%

Kd (1-t) 3,84%

E/ ( D+E) 51,2%

D/ (D+E) 48,8%

WACC 5,19%

    =   ×  /( + )+   (1− )  /( + )

1.6 - WACC – Enterprise Valuation 
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2012

Rf - Tresury Bonds with 10 years maturity 1,306%

Risk Premium (Country Risk Premium) 4,13%

Beta 1

Ku 5,44%

Ku, Unlevered Capital Cost (CAPM method)

 u=  +  (                 )

2012

Euribor  6 months 0,342%

Spread 4,00%

Kd 4,34%

Tax rate at 2012 (t) 11,6%

Kd x (1-t) 3,84%

Kd, Debt Cost

 d=       +      

Ku 5,44%

D 48,813%

E 51,2%

Kd 4,34%

Ke 6,48%

Ke, Equity Cost (Modigliani Mille Proposition II)

 e=Ku+(D/E)(Ku-Kd)
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1.7 - Determining g – Enterprise Valuation 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Realistic Scenario

π- inflation rate in 2012 2,80%

http://economiafinancas.com/tag/taxa-de-inflacao-2012/

r- growth rate in perpetuity -0,20%

g 2,6%

               Determining g

assumed growth

 =(1+ )×(1+ )−1

estimated inflation

Pessimistic Scenario

π- inflation rate in 2012 2,80%

http://economiafinancas.com/tag/taxa-de-inflacao-2012/

r- growth rate in perpetuity -3,23%

g -0,5%

               Determining g

GDP growth rate

 =(1+ )×(1+ )−1

estimated inflation

Optimistic Scenario

π- inflation rate in 2012 2,80%

http://economiafinancas.com/tag/taxa-de-inflacao-2012/

r- growth rate in perpetuity 1,00%

g 3,8%

               Determining g

assumed growth

 =(1+ )×(1+ )−1

estimated inflation
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1.8 - Working Capital – Project Valuation 

 

1.9 - Free Cash Flow Calculations – Project Valuation 

 

Variation of provisions     
      Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Provision 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

Variation    0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 

 

 

 

 

Variation in Working Capital Needs 
Cyclical needs 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Inventories 180725,1 189858,47 235195,79 234725,393 234255,9 233787,4 233319,9 

Clients 42709,23 65651,64 45310,404 45219,7832 45129,34 45039,08 44949,01 

State and other public entities 2642,835 1788,885 2830,128 2824,46774 2818,819 2813,181 2807,555 

Shareholders/partners 39365,86 4846,944 56,403 56,290194 56,17761 56,06526 55,95313 

Other accounts to receive 41438,78 90076,251 64354,236 64225,5275 64097,08 63968,88 63840,94 

Deferred costs 9822,207 15373,302 10710,99 10689,568 10668,19 10646,85 10625,56 

Cash and cash equivalents 3990 17987,628 12453,042 12428,1359 12403,28 12378,47 12353,72 

Total 320694 385583,12 370910,99 370169,166 369428,8 368690 367952,6 

Cyclical resources               

Supliers 161385,5 186456,83 199523,23 199124,18 198725,9 198328,5 197931,8 

State and other public entities 13023,11 15037,545 12630,819 12605,5574 12580,35 12555,19 12530,08 

Shareholders/partners 855,141 1076,076 1070,544 1068,40291 1066,266 1064,134 1062,005 

Loans obtained 63265,43 76621,44 38556,267 38479,1545 38402,2 38325,39 38248,74 

Other accounts to pay 42019,99 39649,788 39145,011 39066,721 38988,59 38910,61 38832,79 

Deferred costs 0 810 900 898,2 896,4036 894,6108 892,8216 

Total 280549,2 319651,67 291825,87 291242,215 290659,7 290078,4 289498,3 

Working Capital Needs 40144,81 65931,447 79085,121 78926,9508 78769,1 78611,56 78454,34 

Var. Working Capital Needs   25786,635 13153,674 -158,17024 -157,854 -157,538 -157,223 

Investment in fixed assets     
      Year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Tangible Assets 465.020 423.332 268.641 268.104 267.567 267.032 266.498 

Intangible Assets 3.780 3.877 2.008 2.004 2.000 1.996 1.992 

Total 468.799,69 427.209,12 270.649,01 270.107,71 269.567,50 269.028,36 268.490,31 

 Investiment in fixed assets   -41.590,57 -156.560,11 -541,30 -540,22 -539,13 -538,06 
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Depreciations   
      r 0,4% 

       Year   2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Depreciation of the year + 
imparities   47.207 49.051 44.332 43.025 43.025 41.340 

Investment in fixed assets adjusted    47.395,99 49.247,08 44.509,60 43.197,27 43.197,27 41.505,53 

 

OR paid tax: OR x (1-t) 
       Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Operating Results 32.084 49.151 37.124 48.309 49.369 52.902 

Tax 1.713 5.709 9.838 12.802 13.083 14.019 

Tax rate 5,3% 11,6% 26,5% 26,5% 26,5% 26,5% 

OR - paid tax 30.370,72 43.441,41 27.285,87 35.507,16 36.286,57 38.883,25 

 

 

FCF Calculation 
  2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

OR - tax   30.371 43.441 27.286 35.507 36.287 38.883 

Depreciation   47.207 49.051 44.332 43.025 43.025 41.340 

∆ Provision   0 0 0 0 0 0 

∆ WCN   25.787 13.154 -158 -158 -158 -157 

Inv.Fixed assets   47.396 49.247 44.510 43.197 43.197 41.506 

FCF -91100,00 4.395 30.092 27.267 35.493 36.272 38.875 

Acumulated FCF -91100,00 -86.704,75 -56.613,21 -29.346,50 6.146,42 42.418,42 81.293,53 
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2. Provisional Data 

2.1 - Provisional Data – Company “Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, Lda” 
 

 

Income Statement 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Sales 2501604,53 2528471,37 2597356,50 2554265,27 2669207,20 2722591,35 2777043,17

Operating subsidies 0,00 0,00 0,00 10399,30 3004,14 0,00 0,00

Gains / losses charged to subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures 0,00 0,00 32943,37 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Internal company work 187524,13 10917,71 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Cost items of goods sold and materials consumed 1072513,26 994245,38 1014798,12 970620,80 1014298,74 1034584,71 1055276,41

External supplies and services 609585,41 528616,37 527541,25 508525,55 523186,64 533140,37 543803,18

Staff costs 808737,28 786949,83 805939,17 813998,56 830278,53 846884,11 863821,78

Other incomes and gains 60898,56 43120,55 50041,37 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Additional income 13626,79 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Others 47271,77 43120,55 50041,37 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Others losses and expenditures 5406,89 8394,69 4723,66 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Indirect Taxes 517,10 900,01 205,72 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Others 4889,79 7494,68 4517,94 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

EBITDA 253784,38 264303,36 327339,04 271519,66 304447,43 307982,16 314141,80

Depreciation and Amortisation expenses/reversals 117684,09 157357,22 163502,92 147774,24 143417,22 143417,22 137800,55

Operational results (before tax and financing expenses) 136100,29 106946,14 163836,12 123745,42 161030,21 164564,94 176341,25

Interest and similar earnings 9248,92 108249,36 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Interest and similar expenses 78980,98 83043,72 118119,77 99769,17 91576,13 83383,10 75190,07

Profit before tax 66368,23 132151,78 45716,35 23976,25 69454,08 81181,84 101151,18

Income tax 18753,96 7056,28 5310,47 6353,70 18405,33 21513,19 26805,06

Net profit 47614,27 125095,50 40405,88 17622,55 51048,75 59668,65 74346,12
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Balance Sheet

ASSETS 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Non-Current Assets 2288677,02 2145198,73 2021747,08 2017703,59 2013668,18 2009640,84 2005621,56

Tangible assets 1550065,32 1411105,52 895469,80 893678,86 891891,50 890107,72 888327,50

Investment properties 365472,00 364741,06 364011,57 363283,55 362556,98

Goodwill 606009,58 606009,58 606009,58 604797,56 603587,97 602380,79 601176,03

Intagible assets 12600,30 12924,87 6693,57 6680,18 6666,82 6653,49 6640,18

Investment in subs and associates - Equity method 120001,82 86158,76 119102,13 118863,93 118626,20 118388,95 118152,17

Shareholders/partners 29000,00 29000,00 28942,00 28884,12 28826,35 28768,70

Current Assets 1068980,06 1285277,07 1236369,96 1233897,22 1231429,43 1228966,57 1226508,63

Inventories 602417,00 632861,57 783985,95 782417,98 780853,14 779291,44 777732,85

Clients 142364,10 218838,80 151034,68 150732,61 150431,15 150130,28 149830,02

State and other public entities 8809,45 5962,95 9433,76 9414,89 9396,06 9377,27 9358,52

Shareholders/partners 131219,54 16156,48 188,01 187,63 187,26 186,88 186,51

Other accounts to receive 138129,28 300254,17 214514,12 214085,09 213656,92 213229,61 212803,15

Deferred costs 32740,69 51244,34 35703,30 35631,89 35560,63 35489,51 35418,53

Cash and cash equivalents 13300,00 59958,76 41510,14 41427,12 41344,27 41261,58 41179,05

TOTAL ASSETS 3357657,08 3430475,80 3258117,04 3251600,81 3245097,60 3238607,41 3232130,19

EQUITY

Paid-up capital 50000,00 50000,00 50000,00 50000,00 50000,00 50000,00 50000,00

Legal reserves 10327,10 10327,10 10327,10 10327,10 10327,10 10327,10 10327,10

Other reserves 833725,83 881340,10 1006435,60 1004422,73 1002413,88 1000409,06 998408,24

Retained earning 2583,31 47344,08 47344,08 47249,39 47154,89 47060,58 46966,46

Adjustment to financial assets 52501,82 7741,05 7741,05 7725,57 7710,12 7694,70 7679,31

Other changes in equity 1485,86 80579,43 73342,03 73195,35 73048,96 72902,86 72757,05

Net profit 47614,27 125095,50 40405,88 17622,55 51048,75 59668,65 74346,12

TOTAL EQUITY 998238,19 1202427,26 1235595,74 1210542,68 1241703,70 1248062,94 1260484,28

LIABILITIES

Non current liabilities 1497823,66 1162542,96 1049768,41 1047668,87 1045573,54 1043482,39 1041395,42

Loans obtained 1497823,66 1162542,96 1049768,41 1047668,87 1045573,54 1043482,39 1041395,42

Current Liabilities 935164,02 1065505,58 972752,89 970807,38 968865,77 966928,04 964994,18

Supliers 537951,82 621522,75 665077,42 663747,27 662419,77 661094,93 659772,74

State and other public entities 43410,35 50125,15 42102,73 42018,52 41934,49 41850,62 41766,92

Shareholders/partners 2850,47 3586,92 3568,48 3561,34 3554,22 3547,11 3540,02

Loans obtained 210884,76 255404,80 128520,89 128263,85 128007,32 127751,31 127495,80

Other accounts to pay 140066,62 132165,96 130483,37 130222,40 129961,96 129702,03 129442,63

Deferred costs 2700,00 3000,00 2994,00 2988,01 2982,04 2976,07

 TOTAL LIABILITIES 2432987,68 2228048,54 2022521,30 2018476,26 2014439,30 2010410,43 2006389,61

 TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 3431225,87 3430475,80 3258117,04 3229018,94 3256143,00 3258473,37 3266873,88
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2.2 - Provisional Data - Project 
 

  The project represents 30% of the enterprise "Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, Lda" 

 

 Balance Sheet with a 0,2% of growth (the same of Income statement - official data) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assumptions:  

Income Statement 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Sales 750481,36 758541,41 779206,95 766279,58 800762,16 816777,41 833112,95

Operating subsidies 0,00 0,00 0,00 3119,79 901,24 0,00 0,00

Gains / losses charged to subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures 0,00 0,00 9883,01 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Internal company work 56257,24 3275,31 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Cost items of goods sold and materials consumed 321753,98 298273,61 304439,44 291186,24 304289,62 310375,41 316582,92

External supplies and services 182875,62 158584,91 158262,38 152557,67 156955,99 159942,11 163140,95

Staff costs 242621,18 236084,95 241781,75 244199,57 249083,56 254065,23 259146,53

Other incomes and gains 18269,57 12936,17 15012,41 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Additional income 4088,04 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Others 14181,53 12936,17 15012,41 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Others losses and expenditures 1622,07 2518,41 1417,10 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Indirect Taxes 155,13 270,00 61,72 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Others 1466,94 2248,40 1355,38 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

EBITDA 76135,31 79291,01 98201,71 81455,90 91334,23 92394,65 94242,54

Depreciation and Amortisation expenses/reversals 35305,23 47207,17 49050,88 44332,27 43025,17 43025,17 41340,17

Operational results (before tax and financing expenses) 40830,09 32083,84 49150,84 37123,63 48309,06 49369,48 52902,38

Interest and similar earnings 2774,68 32474,81 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Interest and similar expenses 23694,29 24913,12 35435,93 29930,75 27472,84 25014,93 22557,02

Profit before tax 19910,47 39645,53 13714,91 7192,88 20836,22 24354,55 30345,35

Income tax 5626,19 2116,88 1593,14 1906,11 5521,60 6453,96 8041,52

Net profit 14284,28 37528,65 12121,76 5286,77 15314,63 17900,60 22303,84

TAX RATE 28% 5% 12% 26% 26% 27% 26%
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Balance Sheet

ASSETS 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Non-Current Assets 686603,11 643559,62 606524,12 605311,08 604100,45 602892,25 601686,47

Tangible assets 465019,60 423331,66 268640,94 268103,66 267567,45 267032,32 266498,25

Investment properties 0,00 0,00 109641,60 109422,32 109203,47 108985,07 108767,10

Goodwill 181802,87 181802,87 181802,87 181439,27 181076,39 180714,24 180352,81

Intagible assets 3780,09 3877,46 2008,07 2004,05 2000,05 1996,05 1992,05

Investment in subs and associates - Equity method 36000,55 25847,63 35730,64 35659,18 35587,86 35516,68 35445,65

Shareholders/partners 0,00 8700,00 8700,00 8682,60 8665,23 8647,90 8630,61

Current Assets 320694,02 385583,12 370910,99 370169,17 369428,83 368689,97 367952,59

Inventories 180725,10 189858,47 235195,79 234725,39 234255,94 233787,43 233319,86

Clients 42709,23 65651,64 45310,40 45219,78 45129,34 45039,08 44949,01

State and other public entities 2642,84 1788,89 2830,13 2824,47 2818,82 2813,18 2807,55

Shareholders/partners 39365,86 4846,94 56,40 56,29 56,18 56,07 55,95

Other accounts to receive 41438,78 90076,25 64354,24 64225,53 64097,08 63968,88 63840,94

Deferred costs 9822,21 15373,30 10710,99 10689,57 10668,19 10646,85 10625,56

Cash and cash equivalents 3990,00 17987,63 12453,04 12428,14 12403,28 12378,47 12353,72

TOTAL ASSETS 1007297,12 1029142,74 977435,11 975480,24 973529,28 971582,22 969639,06

EQUITY

Paid-up capital 15000,00 15000,00 15000,00 15000,00 15000,00 15000,00 15000,00

Legal reserves 3098,13 3098,13 3098,13 3098,13 3098,13 3098,13 3098,13

Other reserves 250117,75 264402,03 301930,68 301326,82 300724,17 300122,72 299522,47

Retained earning 774,99 14203,22 14203,22 14174,82 14146,47 14118,17 14089,94

Adjustment to financial assets 15750,55 2322,32 2322,32 2317,67 2313,04 2308,41 2303,79

Other changes in equity 445,76 24173,83 22002,61 21958,60 21914,69 21870,86 21827,12

Net profit 14284,28 37528,65 12121,76 5286,76 15314,63 17900,60 22303,84

TOTAL EQUITY 299471,46 360728,18 370678,72 363162,81 372511,11 374418,88 378145,28

LIABILITIES

Non current liabilities 449347,10 348762,89 314930,52 314300,66 313672,06 313044,72 312418,63

Loans obtained 449347,10 348762,89 314930,52 314300,66 313672,06 313044,72 312418,63

Current Liabilities 280549,21 319651,67 291825,87 291242,22 290659,73 290078,41 289498,25

Supliers 161385,55 186456,83 199523,23 199124,18 198725,93 198328,48 197931,82

State and other public entities 13023,11 15037,55 12630,82 12605,56 12580,35 12555,19 12530,08

Shareholders/partners 855,14 1076,08 1070,54 1068,40 1066,27 1064,13 1062,01

Loans obtained 63265,43 76621,44 38556,27 38479,15 38402,20 38325,39 38248,74

Other accounts to pay 42019,99 39649,79 39145,01 39066,72 38988,59 38910,61 38832,79

Deferred costs 0,00 810,00 900,00 898,20 896,40 894,61 892,82

 TOTAL LIABILITIES 729896,30 668414,56 606756,39 605542,88 604331,79 603123,13 601916,88

 TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 1029367,76 1029142,74 977435,11 968705,68 976842,90 977542,01 980062,17
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3. Application Form for the MODCOM Program of the company 

“Plinio Leal & Ana Leal, lda” 
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